Inexpensive embedded computing and the related Internet of Things technologies enable the recent development of smart products that can respond to human needs and improve everyday tasks in an attempt to make traditional environments more "intelligent". Several projects have augmented mirrors for a range of smarter applications in automobiles and homes. The opportunity to apply smart mirror technology to healthcare to predict and to monitor aspects of health and disease is a natural but mostly underdeveloped idea. We envision that smart mirrors comprising a combination of intelligent hardware and software could identify subtle, yet clinically relevant changes in physique and appearance. Similarly, a smart mirror could record and evaluate body position and motion to identify posture and movement issues, as well as offer feedback for corrective actions. Successful development and implementation of smart mirrors for healthcare applications will require overcoming new challenges in engineering, machine learning, computer vision, and biomedical research. This paper examines the potential uses of smart mirrors in healthcare and explores how this technology might benefit users in various medical environments. We also provide a brief description of the state-of-the-art, including a functional prototype concept developed by our group, and highlight the directions to make this device more mainstream in health-related applications.
INTRODUCTION
Current technology trends are leading the world towards increasing connectivity and shrinking the boundaries between the digital and physical. Substantial streams of information are now gathered and analyzed in the background and then reported at suitable times. Homes provide an example where technical advances can make traditional appliances and other devices more "intelligent" to improve everyday activities. 1 These smart products contain a combination of hardware and software that permit connections to other devices inside and outside of the house to perform tasks that would otherwise be done manually or using other systems. For example, smart locks can be programmed to grant a person, e.g., a neighbor or friend, access to a house without giving them the key. Embedded sensors can monitor the door passively for unusual events, e.g., the door remains ajar or an unexpected entry, and send an appropriate alert to the owner or authorities. Smart thermostats can adjust the temperature of the house automatically to a preferred setpoint that maintains a pleasant environment and reduces energy costs.
An emerging intelligent house device with potentially wideranging applications for healthcare outside of traditional medical settings is the smart mirror. These mirrors augment the reflecting surface that underlies this 8000-year-old technology 2 with electronic hardware and computer software to provide passive monitoring, reminders, entertainment, information, and many other possibilities. 3 While applications of smart mirrors have appeared in the automotive 4, 5 and clothing industries, 6 real-world examples of this technology in healthcare remains limited. Advances in sensors and computing now offer capabilities for making accurate forecasts about meaningful changes in health, monitoring disease progression, and tracking response to treatments, which represent critical areas for innovation in digital health. 7, 8 This paper provides a brief overview of smart mirrors and reports their current status in healthcare. We highlight a few potential applications and describe the new challenges for engineering, machine learning, computer vision, and biomedical research that must be addressed for this new technology to realize some of the promised benefits in various health-related domains. Finally, we outline some directions we believe are necessary to facilitate the large-scale adoption of this device for medical purposes.
WHAT IS A SMART MIRROR?
An ordinary mirror can be transformed into an intelligent artifact, i.e., "smart mirror," by placing a semi-transparent sheet of glass over a digital screen and connecting this hardware to a computer with incoming data and a camera (Fig. 1) . On a basic implementation, the screen can display real-time information about the weather or traffic patterns, alerts from emails, and calendars, as well as data collected via wearables. 9 This device represents what we call smart mirror version 1.0, yet this simple product offers a substantial upgrade to this common instrument that has otherwise undergone minor innovations in thousands of years. Current consumer versions of this product focus on select markets that augment specific capabilities such as driver assistance 10 or virtual fitting rooms to try on items of clothing.
the driver about objects within their blind spot. 4 The memory mirror allows people to explore a wardrobe digitally by "wearing" clothes with different colors and patterns projected onto a person's body reflected in the mirror. 6 The second generation of smart mirrors fits within a growing set of technologies that integrate monitoring systems with personalized information and computer vision to help individuals achieve their health goals and have a more significant role in healthcare. These devices embed multimodal sensors-multiple cameras, motion detection, lasers, microphones, speakers-as well as software based on artificial intelligence (AI) into the original design and include the capacity to capture and communicate with multiple sources of data, linking them to the broader ecosystem of smart products and the cloud. Such sophisticated yet readily available hardware and software provide the tools to capture physiological measurements non-invasively and to create interactive capabilities based on tracking and recognizing gestures. The smart mirror 2.0 represents a general-purpose platform that multiple stakeholders-engineers, scientists, physicians, hobbyists, the general public-can use to collect large quantities of biomedically relevant data, and to develop a wide range of applications that address many healthcare challenges.
A SMART MIRROR IMPLEMENTATION
We set out to build a smart mirror that examined some of the above technical capabilities with potential applications in a clinical or public setting (Fig. 2) . We used readily available, off-the-shelf hardware components, and software tools to build our prototype in a few weeks.
Our smart mirror is made from an LCD display covered with a semi-transparent glass. The screen connects to a logic unit based on Raspberry Pi that manages all the functions of the mirror via a GNU/Linux operating system. We followed a plug-and-play paradigm, which prized modularity and usability of third-party open source software. The software infrastructure used a multi-tier architecture that allowed us to examine multiple services that could be relevant for different medical use cases. This scalable architecture enabled us to quickly prototype different features on our smart mirror, such as weather forecasts, environmental data, face recognition, location, mood detection, and breathing rate estimate.
One limitation we encountered in building a smart mirror prototype is we found fewer than anticipated off-the-shelf services for healthcare that we could evaluate. Many features, in fact, still require additional research or technical development. However, we embedded different open source services linked to healthcare, Fig. 1 Overview of the potential evolution of mirrors from being a simple reflective surface to a personalized app-based solution deeply interconnected with the cloud as well as all other facets of a user's digital footprint. The Smart Mirror v2.0 will be able to track activity, passively monitor healthcare status and motion, and couple contextual information, such as weather, schedule and location, with digital biomarkers of health e.g., mood detection as a measure of mental health and facial recognition for personalization. Collectively, we confirmed the feasibility of creating an architecture for smart mirrors that could be tuned by a user based on his/her needs.
SMART MIRRORS IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
The availability of open source software tools and inexpensive, yet sophisticated technologies provides a sandbox for exploring direct applications of smart mirrors in biomedical research as well. Initial studies focused on the feasibility of capturing health metrics and understanding how humans will interact with these new technologies. Preliminary efforts show proof of concept devices that can monitor a range of physiological parameters noninvasively, detect emotional states, and infer an individual's risk for cardio-metabolic diseases. Medical Mirror encourages people to track their vital signals on a daily basis. 12 Computer vision captures an optical signal reflected off a person's face. By analyzing and detecting small deviations in such reflections attributed to pulsating blood flood, this device by Poh and colleagues 13 provides estimates of an individual's heart rate.
Fit Mirror helps people wake up as well as increase their motivation and activity throughout the day.
14 To shift their mindset, people performed movements in front of this device, which included an interactive display that suggested invigorating physical challenges.
Wize Mirror estimated cardio-metabolic risk and anxiety levels from anthropometric measurements of facial features. 15, 16 The concept underlying Wize Mirror is that physical characteristics and facial expressions provide surrogate measures for a person's health status, all of which can be captured by standing in front of the mirror.
Although all of the devices highlighted above represent research prototypes, their initial demonstrations suggest encouraging results with a clear path toward addressing challenges in healthcare.
BRIDGING THE GAP: DEVELOPING SMART MIRRORS FOR HEALTHCARE
One takeaway from this sampling of use cases is the small gap between prototype and practice. The consumer-grade hardware and multimodal data analysis tools currently available can achieve results that are useful for both general health enthusiasts and patients. 17, 18 Plus, the trend of publishing specifications for how to build these devices increases the likelihood of finding smart mirrors in the wild that function as personal health assistants. Everyday environments such as houses, gyms, and offices now include prototype devices that provide context-specific information about personal health with nudges toward healthier lifestyles. 19, 20 Recent advances in machine intelligence are creating the opportunities to move from the proof-of-concept stage to reality more quickly. The science that helps machines to understand the visual world, known as computer vision, is rapidly improving from advances in a branch of machine learning that uses a hierarchical computational design inspired by a biologic neuron's structure, that is deep learning. 21 Computer vision driven by deep learning algorithms can help inexpensive cameras achieve imageacquisition performances comparable with high-end devices, [22] [23] [24] [25] enabling new opportunities to embed medical-quality imageacquisition in at-home devices, such as mirrors. This shift reflects a significant change because these diagnostic capabilities required expensive machines typically available at hospitals or large medical centers.
Applications of deep learning and computer vision in medicine abound. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Two fields where home monitoring with a smart mirror could change the traditional patient-physician interaction include ophthalmology and dermatology. Retinal fundus photographs analyzed by deep learning networks measured potential cardiovascular risk factors, such as gender, age, and systolic blood pressure, 31 and identified diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular edema. 32 One implementation of convolutional neural networks resulted in dermatologist-level classifications of skin cancer from clinical images. 33 An AI-based dermatologist called SkinVision 34 showed accurate classifications of skin abnormalities Fig. 2 The prototype smart mirror developed in our lab shows a proof-of-concept on leveraging a reflective surface with cameras, Raspberry Pi and online APIs to enhance the user experience by providing information on calendar, weather, indoor data, mood, and location
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that could indicate malignant growths. Although these examples used a hand-held imaging device, embedding these algorithms into a smart mirror platform would address some of their current limitations such as passive monitoring, removal of hand coordination, and bona fide comparison images captured under more reliable conditions. Two other digital health domains that can benefit from smart mirrors are anthropometry and functional movement. Defining the relationship between the locations of joints and their position in images is called human pose interpretation. Once again, computer vision and deep learning outperformed the state-of-theart in detecting, tracking, and deciphering humans and their body pose. [35] [36] [37] These technologies can leverage the smart mirror for a range of healthcare tasks, such as orthopedic diagnostics, physical therapy, personal training, adherence, and health and fitness. For example, the Smart eHealth Mirror design framework captures a person's posture, conducts an anatomical analysis to determine deviations from optimal alignment, and then provides suggestions for making adjustments to improve individual posture over time. 38 
OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS
We foresee a near future where smart mirrors represent an integral part of daily life analogous to smartphones. Mirrors offer greater convenience and capabilities for monitoring personal health outside of the traditional medical settings of clinics and hospitals. We believe that five medical applications will benefit the most: passive monitoring, dynamic monitoring, digital biomarker detection, telemedicine, and health and fitness (Table 1 ). In such categorization, for example, Medical Mirror 12 and Wize Mirror 15, 16 belong to the "digital biomarker detection" group as they aim to measure heart rate and anxiety level, respectively. Wize Mirror is also a "passive monitoring" device as it provides cardio-metabolic risk. Differently, Fit Mirror 14 can be considered an example of "health and fitness" application.
An AI-leveraged smart mirror improves both clinical and athome healthcare. The technology provides easy monitoring and data collection. The data collected from a mirror can link with wearable devices or other smart products to offer daily personal check-ups. 39 Furthermore, this data can connect to the electronic health records and then be shared with the appropriate healthcare professional, e.g., physician, trainer, physical therapist. 40, 41 Passive monitoring capabilities on the smart mirror can determine baseline conditions and detect deviations that indicate potential changes in health. The device collects relevant measurements while a person uses the mirror as part of their typical routine rather than having to carry (and to recharge) additional hardware. We believe this principle is one of the critical points for increasing the adoption of smart mirrors to improve personal healthcare: the technology should fit with and support a person's activities rather than having the individual change their For each area, we highlight some specific example applications; we notice that each application can also be combined with other ones to obtain more comprehensive and multimodal systems
habits to use the new technology. In such scenario, all the data are silently collected without any obtrusive interaction and provided to the users (or shared with the personal physicians) only when requested (or in presence of anomalies), and potentially as summaries or longitudinal trends. This helps minimize the risk that individuals are inundated with too much information to process, and might decide to tune out some of the signals. A common household location for a typical mirror is the bathroom. Swapping in a smart mirror permits the collection of health metrics such as body temperature and heart rate, as well as changes in skin features, e.g., color, texture, moles, rashes, while a person goes about their routine. All of these parameters represent meaningful markers of health and this idea represents a second core principle for smart mirror technologies: at-home monitoring promises new possibilities for more accurate and useful diagnostic metrics in a convenient setting that captures reality more closely. Smart mobile devices, such as wearables, smartphones, tablets, and laptops, can be used for health monitoring as well, often with no additional costs. 42 However, individuals are required to actively do the monitoring by setting up the laptop for motion detection, keeping a device always charged for heart rate measurement, or taking pictures of eyeballs or skin areas for ophthalmology and dermatology analysis. Most importantly, users often need to identify that something is wrong with their own body and act based on it. Cameras embedded in the bathroom mirror or elsewhere in the home could help to more passively predict health issues before they manifest clinically. All portable device ecosystem can serve the users for not-at-home monitoring, with these measures integrating the smart mirror data towards more consistent and reliable observations. Smart mirrors for personal training can replace the regular mirrors in most gyms. 43 In this context, members could receive guidance, motivation, and encouragement for particular exercises. The same scenario applies to physical therapy, whereby the patient uses biofeedback in performing the recommended exercises. A smart mirror at-home offers the option of recording movements to share this information with the person's physical therapist and tracking progress.
CHALLENGES
Given the current technological, clinical, and ethical landscapes, a variety of limitations and challenges must be overcome to realize a number of healthcare benefits from AI-leveraged smart mirrors on a large-scale.
Current hardware is not advanced enough to effectively realize all the potential monitoring opportunities. On one hand, detecting features for dermatology and motion tracking can be done effectively with simple cameras and advanced computer vision techniques. 33, 36 On the other hand, characterizing eye conditions at the standards of ophthalmology or detecting digital biomarkers, such as systolic blood pressure, via deep learning 31 still requires better devices. Technology solutions exist for capturing retinal fundus images using mobile phones and a hand-held ophthalmoscopy lens. 44 The technical challenge is to create a mirror camera that can acquire retinal fundus photos automatically without requiring the aid of an additional lens. Imaging technology in this area is progressing fast and it is likely that in the next few years such cameras may be available. 45 The ability to process multiple computer vision tasks without substantial latency requires more powerful logical boards than what is broadly accessible. Advances in neural engines optimized to run deep learning inferences, together with continuous improvements on GPUs, are likely to have a big part in realizing the envisioned AI-leveraged smart mirror architectures.
The rapid pace of software development created a variety of tools that must be optimized to ensure that trustworthy measurements and the efficient capture of data translate into actionable insights. Most importantly, the reliability and accuracy of the metrics provided by computer vision and machine learning models must be established with large-scale clinical and field trials. Many of the promising technologies reported in the literature require further evaluation. Images collected outside of the lab, i.e., "in the wild," are likely to be affected by environmental factors, such as different lighting and/or imperfect user positions. Model tuning and sensitivity analysis remain underexplored areas in the context of real-world data. Inaccurate measures might create dangerous precedents if factored into medical decision making, with false negatives causing missed conditions and false positives leading to overtreatment and/or unnecessary anxiety. Similarly, wrong recommendations during physical therapy or gym exercises may lead to longer recoveries or new injuries. Consequently, it is important to establish the appropriate standards and regulations that components and algorithms of a smart mirror must meet.
A major promise for how smart mirrors stand to positively influence healthcare is through the passive collection of a large amount of longitudinal data. While preliminary findings support the analysis of longitudinal data for establishing proper baselines and the continuous monitoring of several conditions relevant for health, e.g., heart conditions, hypertension, and diabetes, 42 evidence is lacking on how this type of information can be used to change from reactive to preventative medicine. Several initiatives aim to examine this question and establish necessary evidence for shifting healthcare through passive monitoring. The All of Us research program (formerly known as Precision Medicine Initiative), 46 the MyHeart Counts project 47 and the Stanford Azumio Activity Inequality study 48 are all collecting and analyzing large-scale longitudinal measures (from wearable devices) alongside other types of biomedical data from cohorts of 50,000 to one million people. These studies also include clinical and biomolecular information for corroborating health outcomes from more traditional measures. We believe that these initiatives offer the appropriate design framework for uncovering new ways in which longitudinal data can be used to proactively improve healthcare. The lessons from all these efforts will then help build the best practices for more convenient and passive at-home monitor solutions, such as the smart mirror.
The adoption of AI-leveraged smart mirrors might raise some ethical concerns due to the personal nature of the data collected, as well as the actionable steps from this information. Some individuals might not be interested in knowing everything about their health status, but only on some aspects. For example, a user could only be interested in monitoring cardiovascular activities, and not in knowing the Alzheimer's risk. Strict policies on which extent passive monitoring is performed might be required. In particular, the ability for the users to personalize their smart mirrors by turning on/off some measurements is likely to be a factor in the success of smart mirrors for the house.
CONNECTION TO A BROADER ECOSYSTEM
The smart mirror consolidates multiple functions into a single device. This versatility grows by connecting the device to a digital distribution platform where users browse for software applications, which download and install directly onto the device to augment and customize their experience with the mirror. Analogous to the situation with mobile devices, we foresee developers creating apps and making them accessible via a digital marketplace such as Google Play or the Apple Store. It is not hard to imagine a community of developers creating specific software applications to address healthcare challenges through digital health tools deployed on a smart mirror platform, e.g., skin change detection or rehabilitation exercises.
PRIVACY AND DATA SHARING Although many digital health opportunities exist for smart mirror technologies, privacy and data sharing are serious issues that require more attention. Strict access control with a clear understanding of consent around data recording and sharing is an imperative. The mirror's capability to collect data passively, which may be its most significant feature, could also be its most substantial problem due to potential privacy violations regarding information about an individual's health. The use of cameras and microphones to collect data, as well as the transfer of these data to cloud storage systems, must be regulated by strict protocols that are currently missing. Privacy should form the cornerstone of the mirror's hardware and software design architecture. One approach to mitigate potential problems is through implementing a multi-tier privacy plan that includes different steps to process and encrypt data.
We recommend three steps to ensure privacy and safety of the data. First, app approval occurs when the entire production chain and platform development receive security clearance. Second, pre-process the data collected by the mirror locally, and then upload this information to the cloud through a secure and encrypted protocol. Breaking up the data collection, processing, and exchange into a broader ecosystem still allows for aggregate posterior analysis with other cloud-synced data but reduces the risk of sharing sensitive information without permission. On the contrary, such private data remain stored in an encrypted form in the local memory of the device. Third, equip mirrors with a switch, e.g., hardware or vocal, that allows any person to engage or disconnect embedded sensors while retaining the benefit of the reflecting surface. Although this option interrupts passive data collection, a critical component of trust is the ability to control one's privacy. We believe that an architecture based on secure data distribution and storage as well as encryption should ensure the appropriate level of security of user information. The data in the cloud can then be safely analyzed to learn patterns and commonalities that could improve the machine learning-based functionalities of the mirror as well as of its apps. Secure data collection, storage, and transfer standards will also facilitate the integration of smart mirror data with the electronic health records and the usage of at-home monitoring data in the clinic.
CONCLUSIONS
The smart mirror prototypes and concept designs show promise to improve healthcare. What remains uncertain, however, is when or how the prototypes will permeate the marketplace and become an integral component to monitor an individual's health and to benefit the healthcare system as a whole. We believe that the current digital revolution that leverages deep learning to drive improvements in software and hardware will take the smart mirror to this envisioned wide adoption in health-related applications in the clinic and at-home in the next few years, while maintaining their cost and security at a wide access level.
One pathway for this wide adoption of smart mirrors could start with use in the clinic, and transition towards home environments, following common trends of other medical technologies, such as glucose meters and blood pressure monitors. 49 Patients start using the device at their doctor's office, begin to see the benefits of the technology, and consider the possibility of purchasing one for at-home use to save money and trips to a clinic. As an example, potential early use-case scenarios for smart mirrors in the medical setting that can be easily moved at-home are physical rehabilitation monitoring and vital signs measurements.
Addressing these challenges and refining regulations for correct and meaningful uses of the technology will expand the markets and healthcare applications of smart mirrors. This expansion may ultimately benefit long-term health monitoring outside of the clinic, which would be particularly valuable for communities with limited access to healthcare due to social, economic, and/or other barriers. Smart mirrors can be the hub in a digital environment that focuses on full healthcare monitoring, with individuals deploying more sensors to make other general pieces of furniture, such as chairs, tables, and toilets, more intelligent.
